
Realistic training. Real life-saving.





you arrive on-scene with the best chance of saving lives. 

Because of SIMBODIES, you’re equipped with the most 

realistic training, the greatest precision, and the utmost 

certainty. Because of SIMBODIES, you know exactly how the 

human body works and responds in trauma. Because of 

SIMBODIES, a mother will start breathing again. An officer will 

one day walk again. 

SIMBODIES is realistic training. Real life-saving.

Because of
SIMBODIES,



EMERGENCY MEDICAL SKILLS - MANIKIN (EMS-MAN)

The best medical training starts with simulation. And the best simulation is the closest to real patients 

and real injuries as humanly possible. SIMBODIES, a Safeguard Medical company, is the global leader 

in advanced medical simulation and moulage to present any training scenario. As game-changers 

in the first responder industry, we help support and increase training in any trauma situation giving 

trainees a hyper-realistic experience like nothing else.

It not only looks like a real human; it works like one too.

Because training isn’t confined to classrooms, neither are these manikins.

Our medical manikins are hyper-realistic human replicas both inside and out. Each item created by 

SIMBODIES is hand-produced from the very start of their production to the moment they leave our 

warehouse. Thoughtfully designed and detailed by clinical experts, scientists, and artists, SIMBODIES 

manikins are easy to maintain and built to last. Made of the highest quality, most innovative materials 

including skin-safe, ultra-resilient prosthetic grade silicone, if taken care of as directed, they can be 

reused and repurposed for a multitude of training scenarios. 

SIMBODIES are built to withstand conditions on the street or wherever you’re needed. Heavy enough 

to feel like an actual human body, yet light enough to be transported, the manikins allow for invaluable 

on-scene practice and extensive training opportunities including airway management, catastrophic 

bleeding, and wound control.

The closest thing to an actual 
patient that I’ve ever seen.“

“

IMPROVE YOUR LIFESAVING SKILLS ON THE WORLD’S
MOST HYPER-REALISTIC ADULT MEDICAL MANIKIN 



Built in/removable
speaker to play or
replicate human sounds

Our EMS-Man features include:

Closed eyelids for 
manual opening

Stop the bleed capabilities with 
a packable wound and lower leg 
amputations 

Human hair wig plus body hair 
(genitals)

Anatomical landmarks
in airway, chest & pelvis

Advanced Life Support (ALS) 
clinical capabilities, including an 
accurate human casted cadaver 
airway

Blood filled
Intraosseous (IO) sites

Feature medical capabilities using 
the replication of veins, casted 
airway, floating jaw, ceramic teeth 
and anatomically correct body and 
landmarks

Flexible limbs

Splashproof & washable skin for 
easy maintenance.

Lung bags that
can be ventilated

Both exterior and interior  
features are molded from 
actual human anatomy

Built in/removable
speaker to play or
replicate human sounds



The most advanced, compact, multi skills torso trainer.

EMS-T TRAINER

CADAVER CASTED AIRWAY CAPABLE OF INTUBATION AND VENTILATION

SURGICAL AIRWAY CAPABILITY

NASAL PASSAGES

INTRAOSSEOUS (IO) INFUSION IN THE HUMERAL HEADS

NEEDLE DECOMPRESSION

CHEST DRAINS

FLOATING JAW AND CERAMIC TEETH

ANATOMICALLY CORRECT BODY AND LANDMARKS INCLUDING 
REPLICATION OF VEINS

LIGHTWEIGHT AND INCLUDES A CASE FOR EASY PORTABILITY

Our life-like EMS-T trainer is a half body, hyper-realistic portable and compact clinical 

skills trainer, featuring over 30 intended medical procedures including:





Sized and shaped like actual human thighs and 

shoulders, these trainers are designed to teach 

catastrophic bleed control and gunshot wound 

management. Each features two wounds with 

bleeding tubes to simulate hemorrhage, along 

with a large cavity and smaller through-and-

through gunshot wound for packing training.

THIGH, SHOULDER WOUND 
PACKING TRAINER

Our hyper-realistic multifunctional wound trainers address specific  

medical procedures and work with a wide range of gauzes, bandages, 

tourniquets, and other medical bleed control applicators. All have splash-

proof and washable skin for easy clean up.

THIGH, SHOULDER WOUND PACKING TRAINER, 
FULL LEG MAJOR TRAUMA TRAINER



FULL LEG MAJOR TRAUMA TRAINER
With its lifelike look, feel, and weight, the Full 

Leg Major Trauma Trainer enables you to have 

an immersive experience practicing tourniquet 

application as well as hemorrhage and 

gunshot wound management. It features large 

cavity wounds and integrated bleeding tubes  

to simulate catastrophic bleeding using 

 a manual pump. 



We offer the widest range of durable, reusable 

wound sleeves and non-staining moulage kits 

that can be used on our manikins and/or live 

role-play actors in any environment.

Our simulation sleeves are quick to apply 

and simple to clean. Made from skin-safe 

prosthetic grade platinum silicone, they create 

a thin, flexible and elasticated representation 

of human skin. 

Moulage kits are designed to simulate blood 

and enhance the realism of injuries on 

SIMBODIES manikins, Simulation Sleeves, 

Simulation Wounds, or human skin.  All of our 

moulage products are formulated to be skin-

safe and non-staining on SIMBODIES manikins. 

This allows you to simulate complex wounds 

without leaving a trace of product, helping 

maintain realism for future training and 

longevity of use.

WOUND SLEEVES AND MOULAGE
From everyday injuries to the unfathomable.



Customer will be entitled to 3 EMS-MAN 

restorations. 1 per year for 3 years from receipt 

of manikin. For more peace of mind this is our 

recommended option.

12-STEP RESTORATION PROGRAM
MULTI YEAR (3)  

Customer will be entitled to 1

EMS-MAN restoration within 12 months 

of receipt of their manikin.

12-STEP RESTORATION PROGRAM
SINGLE YEAR (1) 

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
In addition to our standard 1-year warranty, SIMBODIES offers two 
restoration program options to ensure the longevity of your manikins.

12-STEP RESTORATION INCLUDES:

• Shipping collection & return

• Full Body assessment, deep clean and sanitize

• Wig wash & replenish

• Facial features and skin refresh, eyes & socket clean & eyelash replace

• Full body superficial skin repairs

• Genitalia & pubic hair repatching

• Needle puncture skin repairs

• IO Pod replacement and skin repair (Includes 2x Humeral, 2x Tibia pods)

• Visual inspection of the mouth & airway (lip repair, teeth, and nasal tube clean & sanitize)

• Minor repairs on manikin Amputation Sleeves and Cover Sleeves and refresh of the blood coloring.

• Repair of any minor accidental damage to limbs, fingers, hands & feet delamination (Includes: flushing and sanitizing the bleeding

tubes and packing wound)

• Full Intended Medical Procedures check

AFTER CARE SUPPORT:

We’re always here to help with any questions. If you would like more information, or to inquire about maintenance packages, please 
contact your sales representative or email simbodiesrepairs-us@safeguardmedical.com



EMS-MAN EMS-T
Trainer

Shoulder Task 
Trainer

Leg Wound  
Task Trainer

Wound 
Sleeve

Full Leg  
Trauma Trainer

Empowering People To Save Lives

safeguardmedical.com

Moulage 
Kit

To order from the SIMBODIES line of products today or for more information, talk with 
your representative or contact Safeguard Medical at 855-428-6074.

Realistic training. Real life-saving.

The closest thing to an actual patient that I’ve ever seen.“

“
• Thoughtfully designed and molded from real human
anatomy by clinical experts, scientists, and artists

• Sought after for on-scene practice and training on airway
management, catastrophic bleeding, and wound control

• Built to last and easy to maintain

• Service that goes above and beyond with our
Essential and Optimal maintenance packages

WHEN THE STAKES ARE THIS HIGH, WHY TRAIN ON ANYTHING ELSE?

THE WORLD’S MOST HYPER-REALISTIC TRAINING 
MANIKINS CRAFTED TO LOOK, FEEL, AND WORK LIKE 
REAL PATIENTS FOR AN UNPARALLELED TRAINING 
EXPERIENCE




